
WRITING THE MAIN BODY OF AN ESSAY

Advice on how to research and plan your essay, as well as how to write the introduction, main body and conclusion,
from Skills@Library.

It is tempting to 'waffle' in order to 'use up' as many words as you can. The second paragraph combines
various attributes of dogs including protection and companionship. Alternatively, you can begin with a
sentence on selective breeding, dogs being an example of extensive selective breeding. Dogs deserve love and
respect every bit as much as they love and respect us. The majority of any essay consists of multiple body
paragraphs, and it is in these paragraphs where the main information is presented. Paragraphs should be more
or less the same length. And unfortunately, even within departments, there may be differences of opinion as to
how things should be done. The thesis is the position or stance that the essay is going to take, on the issue in
question. First, determine the context in which you want to place your topic. If you rephrase the question and
write your own essay, you may fail the assignment or examination. However, using our tips you can easily
cope with it. This shaped the topic and narrowed the focus to dogs as friends. Useful links. Once you have
fleshed out each of your body paragraphs, one for each main point, you are ready to continue. An essay should
generally have a fixed structure. This would be a nightmare for any driver! Of course, less driving time means
savings on gasoline as well. The rules of the game are very subtle, of course, and vary from department to
department. It is often effective to end a body paragraph with a sentence that rationalizes its presence in the
essay. If your main idea is "reduces freeway congestion," you might say this: Public transportation reduces
freeway congestion. Then, the writer selected friends as the context, dogs being good examples of friends.
Next, write down each of your supporting points for that main idea, but leave four or five lines in between
each point. Tips[ edit ] As with all writing, it is important to know your audience. Unfortunately, it is not very
easy to explain exactly what 'being analytical' means. Like any game of skill, in order to write an effective
assignment, you have to know what is required. For further help with thinking and writing critically, please
visit our critical thinking topic page. Here are some suggestions for getting started. Thus, the topic sentence
for the first body paragraph will refer to the first point in the thesis sentence and the topic sentence for the
second body paragraph will refer to the second point in the thesis sentence. Not all essays call for explicit
topic sentences, but most beginning writers should learn how to write effective topic sentences early on in
order to achieve paragraph unity. In the above example, focus shifted slightly and talked about dogs as
members of the family. Regardless of my mood, and my attitude towards her, she is always happy when I am
home, and that is usually enough to make me feel better about everything. Many would suggest it departs from
the logical organization of the rest of the essay, and some teachers may consider it unrelated and take points
away. Depending on the specific style of the essay, you may be able use very short paragraphs to signal a
change of subject or to explain how the rest of the essay is organized. Having a good idea of who will be
reading your essay or assignment is helpful. Many will not. They will enter and depart from our existences as
matters of mutual convenience. These elements of the concluding section become more important and more
prominent as essays become longer and more professional. Do not spend too long on any one point. But in
fact, it is a major challenge, for a number of reasons: It is very easy to wander off the point and to add
anecdotal or irrelevant information one of the biggest causes of examination failure in essay subjects ; Longer
assignments can often become shapeless, drifting on with no apparent purpose or aim. One of them should be
strong and indisputable, while the second one can be less convincing but yet informative.


